INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Given the genome sequence for an organism of interest, we often want to know whether or not it encodes a certain capability and which proteins might be involved. To support this, many genomics websites support searching for proteins whose annotations match a text query. However, annotation tools will usually provide one predicted function for each protein, and these predictions are often incorrect (i.e., reference [@B1]). So, searching through annotations may not be the best way to find proteins that are involved in a process.

Instead, we propose that given a text query, we can identify experimentally characterized proteins (usually from other organisms) that are relevant. Then, we can search in the genome of interest for proteins that are similar to these characterized proteins. For enzymes, this approach obviates the need to predict the substrate specificity (which is often not possible). Instead, we identify candidates that are similar to characterized proteins that have activities of interest.

We implemented this approach in a web-based tool called Curated BLAST for Genomes (<http://papers.genomics.lbl.gov/curated>). It relies on a collection of over 100,000 characterized proteins, and it usually takes just a few seconds per query.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Finding a missing annotation. {#s2.1}
-----------------------------

For example, consider searching for "perchlorate" in Azospira oryzae PS ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It takes a few seconds for Curated BLAST to identify three proteins in the genome that are over 80% identical, over their full length, to the three subunits of a putative perchlorate reductase. The putative perchlorate reductase is from a related species (Azospira oryzae used to be named Dechlorosoma suillum), was identified by genetic approaches ([@B2]), and is curated in Swiss-Prot ([@B3]). Two of the proteins from the PS strain have actually been demonstrated to reduce perchlorate (PcrAB) ([@B4]), but this is not reflected in any of the databases. It might still seem easy to annotate the proteins in the PS strain, given that they are so similar to proteins in Swiss-Prot, but as of November 2018, neither RefSeq ([@B5]), RAST ([@B6]), nor KEGG ([@B7]) annotates any of these proteins as perchlorate reductase. In RAST and KEGG, these proteins are misannotated as a nitrate reductase. Perchlorate reductase illustrates how it can be easier to find a protein with Curated BLAST than by using gene annotations.

![An example of Curated BLAST. We show an overview of the process and a screenshot from the website. id, percent identity of the amino acid sequence; cov, percent coverage of the characterized protein.](mSystems.00072-19-f0001){#fig1}

Curated BLAST also found another protein in the genome of *A. oryzae*, Dsui_2508, that has some similarity to perchlorate reductase. The alignment covers less than 50% of the perchlorate reductase subunit ("38% cov"), and the similarity is modest ("43% id."), which suggests that Dsui_2508 might have a different function. To identify other potential functions for the proteins that are returned, the search results include a link to PaperBLAST ([@B8]), which finds papers and curated entries about homologs of a protein of interest. Clicking on the PaperBLAST link shows that Dsui_2508 is 57% identical, over 85% of its length, to a subunit of a tetrathionate reductase, so Dsui_2508 is not likely to be involved in perchlorate reduction.

As illustrated by this example, alignments with a high percent identity and a high percent coverage are the most likely to be relevant. So, Curated BLAST sorts the proteins that it finds in the genome of interest by the percent identity × percent coverage of their best alignment to a (relevant) curated protein. Similarly, for each predicted protein that has hits, Curated BLAST shows the curated proteins that align with the highest percent identity × percent coverage first.

Finding candidates even when the gene models are incorrect. {#s2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Another challenge in finding proteins in a genome is that the protein of interest may be missing from the list of predicted proteins. Proteomics studies often identify proteins that were missed in the computational gene annotation (i.e., reference [@B9]). Insertion or deletion errors within the sequence of a protein coding gene can also prevent the protein from being identified. This may be a common problem with long-read single-molecule sequencing: many of the resulting genomes have a suspiciously large number of genes that are disrupted by frameshifts (Mick Watson, 8 March 2018, <http://www.opiniomics.org/a-simple-test-for-uncorrected-insertions-and-deletions-indels-in-bacterial-genomes/>). One way to rule out errors in gene models is to search against the six-frame translation of the genome, but six-frame searches are slow and cumbersome.

To make it easy to check for "missing" proteins, Curated BLAST searches against the six-frame translation of the genome. Because six-frame search takes several times longer than searching against the predicted proteins, Curated BLAST first searches against the predicted proteins and shows those results. It can then search against the six-frame translation while the user is inspecting the hits to the predicted proteins. Curated BLAST reports any hits to the six-frame translation that were not expected given the predicted proteins. For example, we recently found that the histidinol dehydrogenase of Azospirillum brasilense Sp245 was not annotated (see NCBI assembly ASM23736v1) because of a frameshift error in the genome sequence ([@B10]). As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, searching *A. brasilense* for "histidinol dehydrogenase" finds two nearby reading frames that are similar to characterized histidinol dehydrogenases. The two reading frames cover the N- and C-terminal portions of the protein (this can be seen by hovering on "62% id." or "59% id.").

![Six-frame search results for "histidinol dehydrogenase" against Azospirillum brasilense Sp245.](mSystems.00072-19-f0002){#fig2}

We developed six-frame search with bacterial and archaeal genomes in mind, and it does not take splicing into account. Nevertheless, it may be useful for smaller eukaryotic genomes. Six-frame search is available for genomes of up to 30 Mb.

Integration with genome databases. {#s2.3}
----------------------------------

Curated BLAST works with genomes from NCBI's assembly database ([@B11]), from JGI's Integrated Microbial Genomes ([@B12]), from MicrobesOnline ([@B13]), or from the Fitness Browser ([@B14]). Curated BLAST also works with UniProt proteomes ([@B3]), although six-frame search is not available for proteomes. For each of these sources, the user can search for the genome of interest by genus name, species name, and/or strain name. Alternatively, the user can upload protein or nucleotide sequences in FASTA format.

Sources of characterized proteins. {#s2.4}
----------------------------------

Curated BLAST relies on eight databases for curated descriptions of the functions of characterized proteins:•BRENDA, a database of enzymes ([@B15]).•CAZy, a database of carbohydrate-active enzymes ([@B16]). Only the experimentally characterized proteins are included.•CharProtDB, a database of characterized proteins ([@B17]).•EcoCyc, a database of genes in Escherichia coli K-12 ([@B18]).•MetaCyc, a database of metabolism and enzymes ([@B19]).•REBASE, a database of DNA restriction and modification enzymes ([@B20]).•Swiss-Prot, the manually curated section of UniProt ([@B3]). Only proteins with experimental evidence as to their function are included.•The Fitness Browser, a database of genome-wide mutant fitness data and of proteins whose functions were identified from mutant phenotypes and comparative genomics ([@B14]).

Some of the proteins in CharProtDB, EcoCyC, and Swiss-Prot are not actually characterized and have vague annotations, but these vague annotations are unlikely to match a query, and so they rarely affect the results. Overall, Curated BLAST's database contains 115,874 different protein sequences, with most of these originating from Swiss-Prot ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Sources of characterized proteins

  Database          No. of entries   No. of distinct sequences
  ----------------- ---------------- ---------------------------
  BRENDA            21,751           21,497
  CAZy              8,878            8,629
  CharProtDB        8,021            7,961
  EcoCyc            4,161            4,108
  Fitness Browser   1,321            1,319
  MetaCyc           6,482            6,474
  REBASE            3,447            2,749
  Swiss-Prot        87,332           85,836
  Total             141,393          115,874

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

The most important limitation of Curated BLAST is the underlying database of characterized proteins. Although this database contains over 100,000 different characterized protein sequences, there are many more characterized proteins that have not been curated. Most of the microbial proteins that have been characterized in the last few years are probably missing ([@B8]). As natural language processing technology improves, it may become feasible to extract protein functions from the full text of papers along with sequence identifiers.

Another limitation of Curated BLAST is that a text query might not include all of the characterized proteins of interest. Except for enzymes, there is no shared nomenclature for protein functions across the curated databases. For enzymes, Curated BLAST works well with Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers as the queries if the "word search" option is selected. (Our database links over 45,000 different protein sequences to over 5,000 fully specific four-level EC numbers.) Even so, EC numbers might be overly specific if several similar reactions are of interest. For instance, oxidizing the same substrate with different electron acceptors corresponds to different EC numbers. Also, EC numbers can change, and some of the curated entries contain out-of-date EC numbers. The results page includes a link to the list of curated genes that match the query, which you can use to see if Curated BLAST is considering all of the activities that you expect.

Another limitation is that the activity of interest may be provided by a protein that is not related to any characterized protein that has the activity, even though the protein is similar to characterized proteins with similar activities. In this situation, searching for relevant protein families may be more effective than searching for the specific activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Steps in curated BLAST. {#s4.1}
-----------------------

The steps in Curated BLAST are as follows:•First, search for a genome of interest in one of the genome databases. Curated BLAST shows the user a list of genomes to choose from and a text box to enter a query. Given the selected genome, Curated BLAST fetches the predicted protein sequences and the genome sequence.•Alternatively, the user can upload a genome or a proteome and enter a query.•Either way, given the query, Curated BLAST finds curated proteins whose descriptions match. By default, a curated protein's description matches if it contains the query as a substring. Matching ignores the capitalization of the query or the description. Wild-card searches are also supported: for example, "chl%reduct" will match "Perchlorate reductase subunit alpha." If the user selects the "Match whole words only" option, then the query must be present as complete words (for instance, "chlorate" will match "Chlorate reductase" but not "Perchlorate reductase").•Curated BLAST extracts the sequences of these curated proteins and uses Ublast (version 10.0) to compare these curated sequences to the predicted proteins, with a maximum E value of 0.01 ([@B21]).•Curated BLAST sorts the hits by percent identity × percent coverage (highest first) and groups together hits for the same predicted protein. It shows a short description of each protein and the curated proteins to which it is similar ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). If a protein has four or more hits, only the top three are shown initially, along with a link to view all of the hits for that protein.•If the genome sequence is available and is under 30 Mb, Curated BLAST identifies all stretches of 30 amino acids or more without a stop codon and uses Ublast to compare these to the curated sequences. To avoid reporting hits against the six-frame translation that were already expected given the hits to the predicted proteins, hits for a given curated protein are ignored unless the score is noticeably better than the score of the hit to any predicted protein. The score is defined as percent identity of the alignment × percent coverage of the curated sequence. Noticeably better is defined as 1.1 × the best score to a predicted protein. Also, if the best hit for a reading frame is ignored, then all hits for that reading frame are ignored.•Curated BLAST sorts the remaining hits for the six-frame translation by their best score and shows the hits for each reading frame.

Software. {#s4.2}
---------

Curated BLAST for genomes is implemented in CGI (common gateway interface) scripts and Perl. It uses the same SQLite3 relational database as PaperBLAST ([@B8]).

Sources of characterized proteins. {#s4.3}
----------------------------------

We previously described how EcoCyc and the characterized subset of Swiss-Prot were incorporated into the PaperBLAST database ([@B8]). For this study, we used EcoCyc 22.5 (downloaded in November 2018) and we downloaded Swiss-Prot on 29 October 2018. We also incorporated curated gene descriptions from BRENDA, CAZy, CharProtDB, MetaCyc, REBASE, and the Fitness Browser.

BRENDA was downloaded on 11 January 2018. Only entries that contain a UniProt identifier and at least one publication were retained. The corresponding protein sequences were obtained from UniProt. Protein sequences that were fragments (according to UniProt's FASTA files) were excluded.

CAZy was obtained in FASTA format and as a table of EC numbers (<http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/dbCAN/download/CAZyDB-ec-info.txt.07-20-2017>) via dbCAN ([@B22]) on 15 November 2017. Only entries that are linked to EC numbers, which should be experimentally characterized, were retained. Entries whose description matched "frameshift" or "fragment" were excluded.

CharProtDB was downloaded on 10 April 2017. Entries of type trusted_uniprot were excluded as they are redundant with Swiss-Prot. Entries of type trusted_aspgd entries were excluded as they tended to have less specific functional information.

We used MetaCyc release 20.5 (downloaded on 24 April 2017) and parsed the protein table (proteins.dat). Only entries with UniProt identifiers and with a reference to at least one paper within the comment field were retained. The corresponding protein sequences were obtained from UniProt. Protein sequences that were fragments were excluded. Protein descriptions corresponding to the MetaCyc entry were obtained from the COMMON-NAME field or from the enzymatic reaction(s) that was linked to each entry. A few entries that lacked names and were not associated with enzymatic reactions were excluded.

REBASE was downloaded on 8 December 2017. REBASE entries were retained only if the sequence specificity of the methyltransferase or nuclease is known. Entries without links to papers were retained because these entries are also usually based on experimental evidence (and not just sequence similarity).

Curated reannotations of genes' functions were obtained from the Fitness Browser (<http://fit.genomics.lbl.gov/>) on 6 November 2018. (These reannotations are in the Reannotation table of the Fitness Browser's SQLite3 database, which is available for download \[<http://fit.genomics.lbl.gov/cgi_data/feba.db>\].) Each entry describes the putative function of a protein-encoding gene, as determined from its mutant phenotypes and comparative sequence analysis, along with a rationale. About half of the entries have been described in previous publications ([@B10], [@B14]).

PaperBLAST also includes another curated database, GeneRIF ([@B23]), which links papers to genes and includes a short summary of the findings about the gene(s). We did not include GeneRIF in Curated BLAST because most of the entries are not descriptions of a protein's function. For instance, many of the entries are about other aspects of genes such as expression patterns, and many of the entries mention more than one protein. If we had included entries for papers that GeneRIF links to just one protein, then the number of proteins with curated information would increase by 23% (from 115,874 to 149,694). The practical benefit would probably be modest, because 73% of these additional proteins are very similar (over 80% identity and over 75% coverage) to proteins that are curated by other resources.

Rationale for the scoring and ranking of hits. {#s4.4}
----------------------------------------------

Curated BLAST uses a fixed E value threshold of 0.01. One limitation of Ublast is that it is not very sensitive to remote homologies (under 30% identity or so). This limitation is primarily due to Ublast's heuristics and not the E value cutoff. Because Ublast does not find remote homologs, we do not think it would be useful to change the E value threshold. Also, the distant homologies (that are missed by Ublast) are of questionable use for functional annotation anyway.

Although tools for homology search often rank the hits by the highest alignment score or bit score (or equivalently by the lowest E value), we thought it unwise to rank Curated BLAST's hits this way. The problem is that a moderate-percent-identity alignment to a long protein will have a higher bit score than a high-percent-identity similarity to a short protein. So, sorting by bit score would systematically bias the results to show homologs of longer proteins. (For tools that compare a genome to a single sequence, this issue would not arise.) Instead, we score by a combination of the percent identity and the percent coverage. A low percent identity often indicates that the proteins have different functions: for instance, enzymes with less than 40% identity are likely to act on different substrates (although the degree of conservation varies across families of enzymes) ([@B24]). And a low percent coverage implies that the proteins have differences in their domain content and are likely to have different functions ([@B25]).

Availability of data and source code. {#s4.5}
-------------------------------------

The data and the source code for the December 2018 release of Curated BLAST for Genomes and PaperBLAST are available at <https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7439216.v1>. The latest version of the code is available at <https://github.com/morgannprice/PaperBLAST>.
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